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A linear multistep numerical integration scheme for solving sys- 
tems of ordinary differential equations with oscillatory solutions 
D. J. Evans and S. O. Fatunla (*) 
ABSTRACT 
In [1], a set of  convergent and stable two-point formulae for obtaining the numerical solution of  
ordinary differential equations having oscil latory solutions was formulated. The derivation of  
these formulae was based on a non-polynomial  interpolant which required the prior analytic 
evaluation of  the higher order derivatives of  the system before proceeding to the solution. 
In this paper, we present a linear multistep scheme of  order four which circumvents this (often 
tedious) initial preparation. The necessary starting values for the integration scheme are generated 
by an adaptation of  the variable order Gragg-Bulirsch-Stoer algorithm as formulated in [2]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Linear multistep integration formulae to obtain the 
numerical solution of an initial value problem of the 
form 
y'= f(x, y), y (a) = r/, (1.1) 
based on on-polynomial interpolants have been pro- 
posed by Lambert & Shaw [4], and Shaw [5]. It can 
be shown that these are particularly well suited to 
solving initial value problems whose solutions contain 
singularities. 
As in [1], our numerical integration procedure will be 
based on the representation f the solution to prob- 
lem (1.1) on a certain sub-interval by either the inter- 
polating function 
L 
Ft(x )=r=~0 arxr+ btsin(Ntx+ At) (1.2) 
or  
L 
F t(x)=r__X0 a rx r+ b ts inh(Ntx+At) ,  (1.3) 
where L, the order of the polynomial part of the inter- 
polating function is a non-negative integer; b t and 
{a r, r = 0, 1 . . . . .  L} are real undetermined coefficients, 
whilst N t and A t are real oscillatory parameters which 
need to be evaluated at each step of the integration 
procedure. Rather than obtain the higher derivatives 
of f= f(x, y) analytically as in [1] (which could at 
times be very cumbersome), we shall obtain the oscil- 
latory parameters N t and A t by solving a pair of non- 
linear trigonometric (or hyperbolic) equations by a 
Newton-Raphson iteration procedure. Good initial 
estimates of the parameters for this iterative procedure 
can be obtained and the proposed scheme yields an 
adaptive convergent and zero-stable integration formula 
for oscillatory problems. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall consider the initial value problem (1.1) over a 
closed and finite interval 1 : [a g x ~ b] with the as- 
sumption that the function f = f (x, y) satisfies the con- 
ditions of the existence theorem as in Henrici (1962). 
An integer N is chosen to define a uniform mesh-size 
h given as 
h -b -a  , (2.1) 
N 
and a sequence of mesh points is then defined as 
{x t :x  t=a+ th, t=0,1  ..... N}. (2.2) 
If we define the sequence of sub-intervals as 
{I t :x t~x<xt+l ;  t=0,1  ... . .  N - l ) ,  (2.3) 
then the interval I : [a ~ x ~ b] can be expressed as 
N-1 
l=t~0 It" (2.4) 
We shall denote by k, the step-number of the multi- 
step integration formula and any necessary additional 
starting values (i.e., Yl, Y2 ..... Yk-1) are obtained 
with the variable order Gragg-Bulirsch-Stoer algorithm 
as discussed in [2]. 
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Let us assume that the numerical solutions 
Yt, Yt+ 1 ..... Yt+k-1 have been obtained respectively 
at the points xt, xt+ 1 ..... xt+ k-1 and the numer- 
ical solution Yt + k at the points x = x t + k is sought. 
Let 
k-1 
I*= u ; 0~tgN-k  (2.5) i=0 It+i 
denote the union of the sub-intervals It, I t +1 ..... It+ k-1 
defined by equations (2.2) and (2.3). 
Over the interval I*, the solution to the initial value 
problem (1.1) is represented by the interpolating 
function (1.2). 
3. DETERMINATION OF THE OSCILLATORY 
PARAMETERS N T AND A T 
Let ft +j denote the value of the function f= f(x, y) at 
the point (x= xt+j, y= Yt +:)" In an attempt to elimi- 
nate the undetermined coe~hcients in equation (1.2), 
the following constraints are imposed on the inter- 
polant (1.2) : 
(a) the interpolating function should pass through 
the points 
(xt+j' Yt+j' J = 0, 1 . . . . .  k} i.e., 
Ft(xt+j)= Yt+j ' J-- 0, 1 . . . . .  k. (3.1) 
(b) the first derivative of the interpolant must also 
satisfy the differential equation (1.1) at those 
points specified in equation (3.1), that is 
dFt(x) 
dx x=x t+j =f t+ j ; J  =0 '1  . . . . .  k. 
Y = Yt +j (3.2) 
Equations (3.1) and (3.2) respectively imply that the 
relationships 
L i 
ai xt+j + bt sin (Ntxt+j+ At) = Yt+j ; 
i=0 
j = 0, 1 . . . . .  k, (3.3) 
and 
2;L .laixti_l+j +btNtcos(Ntxt+j+Aj) = ft+j ; 
i=0 
j = 0, 1 . . . . .  k, (3.4) 
hold. 
As the polynomial part of the equation (3.4) is of 
degree at most L - l ,  the application of the Lth for- 
ward difference operator denoted by nL to both sides 
of the equation (3.4) will annihilate the polynomial 
part. This gives the relationships, 
b t N t n L cos (N t x t +j + Aj) = nLft +j 
The last equation implies that 
nLft+j .... 
bt . . . . . . . . .  , j=0,1 ,  k-1. 
NtaLcos(Nt xt +j + A t) (3.5) 
In particular, by setting j= 0, 1, 2, in equation (3.5), 
the und'etermined coefficient b t can be obtained 
either as 
b t - , (3.6) 
Nt ALcos (Ntxt + A t) 
ALft+ 1 (3.7) 
b t = 




N t n Lcos (N t x t +2 + At) 
(3.8) 
By pairing up the equations (3.6) to (3.8), we can 
obtain the following equations 
R1 (Nt' At) = ALc°s (Ntxt + At) AL ft + 1 
- ALc°s(Ntxt + 1 + At) ALft = 0,  (3.9) 
R2 (Nt, At) = aLc°s(Ntxt +1 + At) zxLft + 2 
- A Lcos (Ntx t +2 + At) AL ft + 1 = 0,  
and finally, 
L 
R 3(N t,At)=A cos (Ntxt +2 + At) nLft 
(3.10) 
- ALcos(Ntx t + At) ALft +2 = 0.  (3.11) 
Any suitable pairs of the equations (3.9) to (3.11) can 
be solved for the parameters N t and A t. 
We shall now give a detailed iscussion of the deter- 
mination of the parameters N t and A t by using equa- 
tions (3.9) and (3.10) for the case when the polyno- 
mial part of the interpolant (1.2) is of degree one (i.e. 
L= 1). We use the Newton iteration scheme to solve 
the relevant equations. 
Equation (3.9) now becomes, 
RI(Nt'At) = ( f t+2- f t+l ) [c°s(NtXt+l+At)  
- c°s(Ntxt + At)] - (ft + 1- ft)[c°s(Ntxt +2 + At) 
-cos (Ntxt + 1 + At) ] = 0,  
whilst equation (3.10) yields, 
R2 (Nt' At) = (ft +3 - ft +2) [c°s(Ntxt +2 + At) 
(3.12) 
- c°s(Ntxt +1 + At)] - (ft +2 - ft +1)[c°s(Ntxt +3 + At) 
- cos(Ntxt + 2 + At) ] = 0.  (3.13) 
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With the aim of obtaining the approximate roots N t 
and A t of the functions RI(Nt, At) and R2(N t, A t ) 
we denote the partial derivatives of RI(N t, At) and 
R2(Nt, At) with respect o the parameters N t and A t 
as follows, 
aRI(N t, A t ) aR2(N t, A t ) 
R1,Nt - aN t ; R2,Nt - aN t 
a R l(Nt, At) a R 2 (Nt, At) 
R I 'A t -  aAt ; R2'At-  aAt (3.14) 
By replacing the higher order derivatives of f(x, y) by 
their equivalent forward differences, i.e., 
s+l  , s+ l ,  . , (3 .15)  1 ~ (- l i f t  r )Ys-r+l f(S)(x0' Y0) * h ~- r=0 
the initial estimates N[0] , A [0] at x are obtained from 
[1] by either the equations, N[O0]=[ aay 0]1/2  
and 
a3y0 -] -N~ 0]x 0;  (3.17) At0°l= cot-1 Nt001 
a2y 0 
or by the following equations, 
N~ 0] :  [_ tX5y0] 1/2 
7yoJ  ' 
and 
_ 
At the i th iteration of the Newton Raphson scheme, 
new estimates N[i+l]t , A[ti+l]" of the oscillatory the 
parameters N t , A t are given by 
Nt[i+ll = Nlil + ~Nli] , 
[i+l] A~i] + ~A~i] (3.20) A t = 
where the correction terms 8N[ i] , 8A[ i] are given by 
[ ~N[X]-'=j_Xf R~i!A t -R~i)Nt] IR~i] 1 
8A[i] [-R~i! At R~i! NtJ R[i]] (3.21) 
and J denotes the determinant of the Jacobian of the 
RI(N t, At) and R2(N t, At) at N t = N[i]r , functions 
A = A [ i ]  . 
t t 
We denote the terminal values obtained by the iterative 
N* * and are given by Newton method as t and A t
N*= lira N[ i] 
t i --, ** 
and 
A*= lira Ali] 
t i~  
4. DERIVATIVE OF THE INTEGRATION FORMULAE 
To derive the required integration formulae, it is now 
necessary to eliminate the remaining undetermined 
coefficients {ar, r = 0, 1 . . . . .  L ) in the interpolating 
function (1.2). We shall achieve this objective with 
the view of obtaining a consistent and zero-stable (and 
hence convergent) linear multistep scheme. 
We introduce a function z t +i defined by : 
* At) (4.1) zt+i= Yt+i-  bt sin (Nt xt+i + 
whose derivative z t + i with respect o x is given by : 
z t+ i  = f t+ i -  Nt bt cos (Nt xt+i+ At) .  (4.2) 
The application of the equations (4.1) and (4.2) in 
equation (1.2) yields the results, 
L i 
zt+J = i~0 aixt+j ' (4.3) 
and 
L i-1 
z" .= ~ ia ixt+ j .  (4.4) t +j i=0 
We now introduce the consistency parameters 
{~j,/~j; j = 0, 1 .. . . .  k} such that "0'/30 are not both 
zero and as we are only interested in an explicit integra- 
tion scheme,/~k is allowed to vanish. 
For j= 0, 1 .. . . .  k; equation (4.3) is multiplied by aj 
and equation (4.4) is multiplied by -h/3j. We now add 
columnwise to obtain the result 
k ~'zt " h jk0 L k i k0~jxit-+~ ] - ' 1~ ai[ Y~ , , .xt+.- ih j  j=0 J +J /~JZt+j=i=0 j=0 J J 
(4.5) 
Since we are interested in an Adam's type formula, we 
assign the following values to the consistency parameters : 
s0= 0, ~1 =-1' ak= +1; and 
,~j=0 for j=2 ,3  . . . . .  k-1. (4.6) 
This choice of parameters gives 
k 
aj = 0 (4.7) 
j=0 
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which is the first consistency condition for a general 
linear multistep scheme. 
The application of equation (4.6) in equation (4.5) 
gives 
k k-I 
E ~ jz t+ j -h  E j=0 j=0 3j zt+ j
L k i k-1 
=i=lE a i [ jE0~jx t+ j - ih j=Z 0 3jxit+~]. 
(4.8) 
Now it can be shown that there is no loss of generality 
in assigning the following values, 
x t=0 and h= 1, (4.9) 
after allowing the coefficients of a i to vanish in equa- 
tion (4.8) (for i = 1, 2 ..... L). This gives the result, 
k • k-1 
E j l a j - i j E  0 j i-1 3j = 0. (4.10) 
j=O 
By choosing, 
L= k -  3, (4.11) 
the equation (4.10) will give a set of k-3 equations in 
k unknowns 30 , 31 ..... 3k-1 and thus allowing three 
degrees of freedom. 
If we now choose L =1 and hence k =4 and set 
i = 2, 3, 4, in equation (4.10) we obtain the following 
values for 31,32, and 33, i.e., 
31= 1.875, 
32 = -1.125, 
33 = 2.625, (4.12) 
and hence for 30 the result -0.375. 
The above procedure makes equation (4.8) a linear 
multistep formula and by allowing the coefficient of 
a I to vanish and then apply equations (4.3) and (4.4), 
we obtain the integration formula as 
k k-1 
E . jY t+ j -h  E 3jft+ j 
j :0  j :0  
k 
= E "j[Yt+j btsin N* A;)] j=0 - ( tx t+j  + 
k . 
-h j~g j[ft + J -Nt  bt c°s(Nt xt+j + At)]" (4.13) 
Finally, from equations (4.8), the undetermined coef- 
ficient b t is 
f t+3-  ft+2 
bt= 
* * A* * At) ] N t [cos(Ntxt+3+ t ) -c°s (Ntxt+2+ 
(4.14) 
and by using equation (4.14) in equation (4.13) and 
re-arranging terms, we obtain the final integration 
formula as : 
k-1 k-1 
Yt +k=-jE0 ~i Yj t_j+i q~hj=u E^//j ft +j 
ft+3-ft+2 
+ 
Nttcos  * * * (Nt xt + 3 + At ) - cos (N t x t + 2 + 
x ik  aJ k-1 1 " * * s * A*  -Nth .E03 jco  (Ytxt+j+ t ) ~=0 sIn(Nt xt+j+ A;) 
J= 
(4.15) 
The consistency and zero-stability of equation (4.15) 
was established in [3]. 
The parameters N t, A t are used as the initial estimates 
over the next interval It +1 of the integration procedure, 
i ,e .~ 
= * N[0]I N t 
and 
A[O] * t+ l=At  , t=0,1  ..... N-k. (4.16) 
In the eventuality that the Jacobian of the functions 
R 1 (N t, At) and R 2 (N t, At) is singular, a new pair of 
equations could be chosen from equations (3.9) to 
(3.11). However, if all possible choices of the pairs 
yield unsatisfactory esults, we can switch to the 
alternative interpolant (1.3). This technique is fully 
discussed in [4]. 
5. APPLICATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Example 5.1 
We first consider the initial value problem of Schweitzer 
(1974) given as : 
" Yl [sin x 
with initial values (5.1) 
yl(o) = o 
over the interval 0 < x < rr whose theoretical solution 
in the specified range is given by, 
yl(x)J = sin x] 
The numerical solution was obtained with a uniform 
mesh-size of h = rr The initial estimates of the oscil- 
T6"  
latory parameters are obtained as 
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I n i t ia l  osc i l l a to ry  parameters : N [0 ]  : 1.96633719 AtOJr 1 = -14.04732875 
0,2 ' 0,2 
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N [0] 1.41197420 
0,1 = 
A [0] 0.11112352 
0,1 = 
and 
N [0] 0.99505019 0,2 = 
A [0] 1.68870386 
0,2 = 
Details of the numerical results are given in tables 
(5.1a) and 5.1b). 
Example 5.2 
We also consider the example of Amdursky and Ziv 
(1974). The initial value problem is given by the 
equations, 
y~ -(~2/x2) -(1/x ' 
where t3 is a real constant. The general solution to this 
system of differential equations i
Yl(X) = C sin (13 log x) + D Cos (/3 log x), 
Y2(X) =/3 [C cos (/3 log x) - D sin (/3 log x ) ] /x ,  
for x > 0, where C and D are arbitrary constants. The 
numerical solution to problem (5.2) was obtained in 
the interval e 2 ~ x ~ 9, where e = 2.7182818 with 
a uniform mesh-size of  h = 0.1 for the values C -~ D= 1 
and/3 = 7r. This gives the initial conditions as 
Yl(e 2) = 1,  
and 
y2(e 2) = e2 
Details of  the numerical results are given in tables 
(5.2a) and (5.2b). 
(5.2) 
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